Kolloquium des Arbeitsbereichs Soziale Kognition und Entscheidungsforschung

Wintersemester 2019/2020

Montag, 12 – 14 c.t., Raum 4.503

21.10.2019   Planungstreffen

28.10.2019    Navigating the social environment: A sampling approach to trustworthiness learning
               Marco Biella

04.11.2019    Sampling Decision Effects in Evaluative Conditioning
               Zach Niese

11.11.2019    Does analytical processing underlie maximization of aggregate consequences in dilemma judgment?
               Marie-Christine Teichmann
               Inner Drivers
               Lena Brentrup

18.11.2019    Gender differences in moral dilemma judgment
               Annika Striby
               Revisiting the effect of retroactive interference on evaluative learning
               Jakob Spreer

25.11.2019    Investigating the uncontrollability of attitude acquisition as a function of the materials
               Selina Rummel
               Judging moral character
               Louisa De Bellis
02.12.2019  Investigating the attitude towards ambiguity: Automatic activation of evaluations of lexical (un)ambiguous words
Raphael Titt

09.12.2019  What do moral judgments represent?
Max Hennig

16.12.2019  The role of emotion and social category for attitude learning
Bruno Richter

13.01.2020  Revisiting the effect of retroactive interference on evaluative learning
Jakob Spreer

Attitudinal ambivalence: A diffusion modelling approach
Thomas Verliefde

20.01.2020  To be announced
Niels Kukken

27.01.2020  Does analytical processing underlie maximization of aggregate consequences in dilemma judgment?
Marie-Christine Teichmann
Investigating the uncontrollability of attitude acquisition as a function of the materials
Selina Rummel

03.02.2020  Gender differences in moral dilemma judgment
Annika Striby
Judging moral character
Louisa De Bellis